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Crowd-sourcing translations of two lines from Shakespeare’s Othello.

www.delightedbeauty.org

ca. 150 versions
ca. 150 contributors
Albanian, Catalan, Chinese: Mandarin, Danish, Dutch, Englishes, 
Finnish, French, Frisian, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Kiswahili, 
Macedonian, Norwegian, Persian (Farsi), Plautdietsch, Polish, 
Romanian, Russian, Spanish, Turkish, Ukrainian, UNESCO, Yiddish

http://www.delightedbeauty.org
http://www.delightedbeauty.org


»If virtue no delighted beauty lack,
Your son-in-law is far more fair than black.«

Othello Act 1, Scene 3
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»If virtue no delighted beauty lack,
Your son-in-law is far more fair than black.«

Othello Act 1, Scene 3



black French German

2 7

black 20 22

dark - 3

ugly - 1

fair French German

2 3

beautiful 7 13

white 2 8

bright 4 3

agreeable 4 1

blond - 2

other 3 5

Synchronic intercultural patterns



black French
famous

French
obscure

German
famous

German
obscure

1 1 5 2

black 10 10 4 18

dark - - 2 1

ugly - - 1 -

fair French
famous

French
obscure

German
famous

German
obscure

2 - 2 1

beautiful 4 3 1 12

white - 2 4 4

bright 1 3 1 2

agreeable 2 2 1 -

blond - - - 2

other 2 1 4 1

Synchronic inter- and intracultural patterns



Great quantities of re-translations exist of Aesop, Aristotle, Hans 
Christian Andersen, Avicenna, the Bhagavad Gita, the Bible, 
Confucius, Chekhov, Cervantes, Dante, Dostoyevsky, Dumas…
 
— scripture, ancient classical texts, modern classics
— implicit hypertextual networks: therefore they offer new ways of 

exploring the inter-relatedness of world cultures 

Corpora of re-translations: an
under-explored, under-exploited
resource for public DH



Visualize what is translated:
(omissions, re-ordering, additions)

Visualize how it is translated:
variation among re-translations in relation
to metadata
(author, date, place, materiality, genre, etc)



— language change and variety 
— cultural change and variety (concepts, values …)
— change and variety in practices and implicit theories of 

intercultural translation 
— patterns and meanings which are implicit in the translated works,

and realized in the multiplicity of versions

Corpora of re-translations can be mined for:



Digital Translation Arrays can become public 
interactive intercultural knowledge sites.



You can learn interesting things from exploring or contributing to a 
corpus of re-translations (and analyses of it) even if you cannot 
understand the translating language(s) (or: you can improve your 
language skills)
 

Users: researchers, students, teachers, translators,
other text re-users (directors, actors…), readers 

Translation Arrays are not just for Linguists



»If virtue no delighted beauty lack,
Your son-in-law is far more fair than black.«

If ever virtue glorified a man, your son-in-law is beautiful and lovable.
1805, Friedrich Schiller

If one must recognise virtue as beautiful, you may not call your son-in-law ugly.
1832, Wolf Graf Baudissin (the standard translation)

If virtue lends its colour to the face, your son-in-law is white, not a black.
1920, Max Wolff (mass-market book)

If one speaks of virtue as of a light, your son-in-law seems not so dark to me.
1939, Erich Engel (theatre script)

(A Romantic Duke)

(An idealized sovereign Duke)

(A biological racist Duke)

(A fascist leader Duke)



»If virtue no delighted beauty lack,
Your son-in-law is far more fair than black.«

If virtue never lacks bright-lit beauty, your daughter is brightly, not blackly, married.
1941, Hedwig Schwarz (typescript)

If people’s inward appearance alone counted, we would be darker than Othello.
1956, Hans Rothe (book/script)

If light skin were a prize for noble-mindedness,
then your son-in-law would be pure white instead of black.
1995, Frank Günther (book/script)

So long as male virtue counts more than surface blemishes,
one can say your son-in-law is more noble than black.
2003, Feridun Zaimoglu & Günther Senkel (theatre script)

(A womanly Duke)

(Anti-racist moralist)

(Elite neo-fascist racist)

(Post-war humanist,
democrat and
unconscious racist)



Eddy and Viv for algorithmic navigation

Navigation of re-translation corpora



— named after Σd… & eddy: local turbulence
— the distance of the lexis of a version of a segment

from the lexis of all other versions of it
— the relative distinctiveness of a version of a segment

Eddy



— named after vivacity
— the range of Eddys associated with a base text segment
— the amount of variation in all versions of a segment
— the provocation effect of a segment

Viv



Vertical axis: Eddy results (distinctiveness) for Duke couplet, scaled 1-20



Vertical axis: Eddy results (distinctiveness) for Duke couplet, scaled 1-20



a shelf of German versions of Othello



www.delightedbeauty.org/vvv
ow.ly/ccpaw
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